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Tests and Trials Deck

Make your Journey more exciting by  
adding an eventful day… or two!

TESTS AND TRIALS adds a new deck of  
Event cards, that need to immediately 
be resolved when they enter play. This 
variant will make your game a bit more 
unpredictable and exciting, but also harder 
in difficulty and rules-wise.

Setup: After creating the Adventure Deck 
and having placed 6 cards on the Journey 
Track, shuffle the Event deck and take three 
cards per player. Without looking at them, 
put them in random spots throughout the 
Adventure Deck (we do not recommend 
shuffling the Adventure Deck).

“Arrow Up” symbol : Event cards activate 
when they are face up on the  Journey Track. 
When you draw the Event card, immediately 

resolve it and refill the Journey Track, if 
needed.

One-Time Effect: Some Event cards will  
just have a one-time effect that fires  
immediately. After resolving it just remove 
the card from the game.

Attach To: Other Event cards will attach 
themselves to different types of cards on 
the Journey Track. Attaching a card means 
that you slide the Event card under the 
indicated card type leaving the bottom of  
the card visible. From now on, the cards 
move together on the Journey Track.

Note: “Attach to Farthest” means that you 
will attach this card to the farthest type of 
card shown from the Village .

While on the Journey Track, the rule on 
Event card is in play and affects all players. 
If the cards are taken, swapped or placed on 
the Graveyard, remove the Event card from  
the game.


